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New X-Men by Grant Morrison Vol. 6 Grant Morrison Once believed to be dead, Magneto, the X-Men's greatest adversary, has instead been hiding, waiting to make a move against the team that has thwarted his plans again and again.
X-Men 2008-12-10 In a world where the mutants have been decimated and their future is far from certain, Professor X takes a journey into the hidden reaches of his own mind as he tries to recover from a grave injury, aided by some surprising allies.
House of M Brian Michael Bendis 2014-04-07 The Marvel Heroes have faced the most dangerous threats and saved the Earth and the Universe on occasions too numerous to count. But what do heroes do when the fabric of reality is threatened by one of their own? It is a question
that heroes such as Spider-Man, Wolverine, the X-Men and the Avengers all have to face as former Avenger and daughter of Magneto, the Scarlet Witch succumbs to insanity and makes the world over into her maniacal father's view of utopia, ruled over by the house of Magnus.
X-Men Origins II 2011-03-30 Witness the very first adventures of your favorite mutants! Follow Cyclops from his childhood through his joining the X-Men. Relive Nightcrawler's early days as a trapeze artist in Germany. See the small town beginnings that helped forge Iceman, the
coolest mutant of them all. All this plus Deadpool! Collecting: X-Men Origins Cyclops, Nightcrawler, Iceman, Emma Frost, Deadpool
X-Men Milestones Ed Brubaker 2020-03-18 Collects X-Men: Messiah Complex One-Shot (2007), Uncanny X-Men (1981) #492-494, X-Men (1991) #205-207, New X-Men (2004) #44-46, X-Factor (2005) #25-27. The biggest and best adventures of Marvel’s mighty mutants — these
are the X-Men Milestones! With no more mutants being born, the future of Homo superior has never looked bleaker. At the seeming end of their evolutionary cycle, a miracle arrives — in the form of the first child born with the X-gene since the tragic events of M-Day! But this sudden
source of hope spawns a bloody, violent and tragic conflict for control over the baby girl’s fate. It is a battle in which every mutant on the planet has a stake. The fight is on! Messiah Complex mines the rich tapestry of X-Men history for a dizzying thrill ride of suspense that sets a new
course for the future of mutantkind!
Divided We Stand Bruce Nelson 2002-01-15 This is a study of how class and race have intersected in American society - above all, in the 'making' and remaking of the American working class in the 19th and 20th centuries.
Messiah War Duane Swierczynski 2009 The X-Men feel the birth of a single mutant child is the last hope for the mutants' survival and are willing to go to any lengths to protect her from Bishop, who believes the baby will destroy them all.
Utopia Matt Fraction 2009 Norman Osborn has created his own team of Dark Avengers and Dark X-Men, supposedly reformed villains who take on the roles of their superhero counterparts.
Dark X-Men Paul Cornell 2010 From the dust of Utopia comes Dark X-Men! Never one to say "die", Norman Osborn is keeping what's left of HIS X-Men alive. MYSTIQUE! DARK BEAST! WEAPON OMEGA! MIMIC! They are the public face of mutants in an Osborn world. And what
a face they are! But what does Nate Grey, A.K.A. X-Man, have to do with it? The critically acclaimed team of Paul Cornell (Black Widow, TV's Dr. Who) and Leonard Kirk (Captain Britain and MI13) take on the world of X! Collects Dark X-Men #1-5.
Astonishing X-Men - Volume 4 2008-07-02 The X-Men travel to the Breakworld, where they must stop a race of aliens from shooting an unstoppable missile at Earth--aliens who believe that Colossus is destined to destroy their planet.
X-Men Mike Carey 2018-11-28 Collecting X-Men (1991) #188-199 and #200-204 (A stories) and X-Men Annual (2007) #1. Mike Carey reinvigorates the X-Men! A shaken Sabretooth arrives at the X-Men’s doorstep — asking for asylum! But what could possibly strike terror into the
heart of Victor Creed? The Children of the Vault have risen and they spell doom for the X-Men! Rogue must assemble a dangerous new squad — including Mystique, Cable, Lady Mastermind and Sabretooth — but when a terrifying alien threat emerges, can Rogue hold on to her
sanity? Meanwhile, the deadliest foes in the X-Men’s history, the Marauders, return — and Gambit is front and center among their ranks! Why are the Marauders eliminating specific mutants? And what prize do they plan to rip from the X-Men’s hands? It’s an exciting new direction
for the X-Men that sets up the status quo for the “Messiah Complex” event!
X-Necrosha 2010-12-29 Necrosha, the massive event tying X-FORCE, X-MEN LEGACY and NEW MUTANTS! Selene's Inner Circle stands revealed and her master plan has been set into motion. Watch as the the resurrected dead lay siege to the X-Men's headquarters, and the
fight to survive the Black Queen's vengeance begins. But while Warpath and Wolverine realize what's happening, they may be too late to stop it. Because Selene is already well on her way to achieving ultimate power half a world away. Plus, the rest of the X-Men fight mutants back
from the dead! COLLECTING: New X-Men #32, X-Force #11, #21-25, New Mutants #6-8, X-Men: Legacy #231-234, X-Force/New Mutants: Necrosha One-Shot, X Necrosha: The Gathering, material from X-Force Annual
New X-Men by Grant Morrison Ultimate Collection - 2008-05-28 Presents the adventures of the X-Men as they handle a number of problems, including Cassandra Nova's attempt to utilize extraterrestrial technology and her mysterious relationship with Charles Xavier to destroy
mutantkind.
The Avengers Vs the X-Men Jason Aaron 2012 Marvel's greatest super teams engage in full-on battle in this premiere tie-in to Avengers Versus X-Men! Features all-out action covering and expanding on the battles in Avengers Versus X-Men. Such as Iron Man vs. Magneto! Thing
vs. Namor! Spider-Man vs. Colossus! Captain America vs. Gambit! and many more... Collecting AVX Versus #1-6.
X-men Mike Carey 2008-11-25
Uncanny X-Men 2013-05-07 Collects adventures featuring the X-Men, including Norman Osborn facing off against the mutants and Cyclops creating a mutant nation off the coast of California.
X-Men 2014-04-15 It's a return trip to the dark, dystopian Age of Apocalypse! Untold tales of Apocalypse's rise to power and the beginning of the X-Men's underground resistance! Blink's extradimensional exploits! The desperate struggle of Earth's remaining non-mutant heroes! And
aft er Apocalypse's defeat, a deeply scarred Earth tries to rebuild...but some of the AoA's most powerful mutants have escaped into the Marvel Universe! All the orphaned AoA adventures are collected in one oversized volume! COLLECTING: X-MEN CHRONICLES 1-2, TALES
FROM THE AGE OF APOCALYPSE 1-2, X-MAN -1 AND 53-54, BLINK 1-4, X-UNIVERSE 1-2, EXILES (2001) 60-61, X-MEN: AGE OF APOCALYPSE 1-6 AND ONE-SHOT, WHAT IF? (1989) 77 AND 81, WHAT IF? X-MEN AGE OF APOCALYPSE; MATERIAL FROM HULK:
BROKEN WORLDS 2, X-MEN PRIME, X-MAN ANNUAL '96, XMEN: ENDANGERED SPECIES, EXILES: DAYS OF THEN & NOW, OHOTMU: AGE OF APOCALYPSE 2005
X-Men Chris Claremont 2018-12-19 Collects Uncanny X-Men (1981) #444-461 and X-Men (1991) #165. Chris Claremont and Alan Davis make their long-awaited return to the Uncanny X-Men! The team is reborn with a proactive new mission, new alliances are formed and old
friendships are rekindled — but the X-Men’s world remains as deadly as ever! Can the team survive the unbridled force of the Fury? And as the X-Men investigate mysterious murders committed with Adamantium blades, X-23 claws her way into the Marvel Universe! The action
never stops as Arcade attacks, the Hellfire Club is reborn deadlier and more dangerous than ever and a hidden race seeking to wipe out mankind targets the Savage Land! Plus: uncanny antics as Mojo and the X-Babies return, and a very special X-Mas tale! It’s mutant madness as
only Claremont can deliver it!
X-Men 2011-06-22 As the mutant population declines, Cable returns from the future with Hope, the first mutant child in years, whom many believe to be a messiah, provoking the most formidable attack the X-Men have ever faced.
Earth X Jim Krueger 2006-07-12 Spawned from the brilliant creative mind of Alex Ross, EARTH X is one of Marvel's greatest epics. Along with writer Jim Krueger and artist John Paul Leon, Ross breathes life into and gives amazing detail to every facet of the EARTH X mythos –
exploring the depths and heights of the Marvel Universe, from the roots of its humble beginnings to the peak of its ultimate potential. Collects Earth X (1999) #0-12, X.
X-Men Milestones: Messiah War Craig Kyle 2020-04-29 Collects X-Force/Cable: Messiah War (2009) #1, Cable (2008) #13-15, X-Force (2008) #14-16, X-Men: Future History – The Messiah War Sourcebook (2009) #1. The biggest and best adventures of Marvel’s mighty mutants
— these are the X-Men Milestones! Months ago, Cyclops gave Cable custody of the first mutant born since M-Day, an infant many see as mutantkind’s last hope. Cable took her into the future but soon found himself trapped there — with the relentless Bishop in hot pursuit, intent on
killing the child. Now Cyclops has finally located Cable and is sending the black-ops squad X-Force forward in time to help — but Bishop has a horrifying new ally, and X-Force will find a death trap waiting for them! Is the child called Hope the savior of mutantkind or the bringer of
the Apocalypse? The past, present and future converge in one blockbuster blowout!
X-Men 2012-01-11 The X-Men event of the decade is right here! It's never been a more dangerous time to be a mutant. Even with their numbers at a record low, the world refuses to trust mutantkind. And after a mutant-triggered international incident, anti-mutant hatred hits new
heights. Of course it's at this moment, when the mutant race most needs to stand together, that a split begins that will tear apart the very foundation of the X-Men. From superstar writer and Marvel Architect Jason Aaron and a full roster of comics' top artists, this is an X-tale that will
reverberate for years to come! When the dust settles, the X-Men landscape will be irreparably changed. Collecting X-MEN: SCHISM #1-5, GENERATION HOPE #10-11 and X-MEN: REGENESIS.
X-Men 2008-08-06 "Contains material originally published in magazine form as X-Men: endangered species #1, X-Men #200-204, Uncanny X-Men #488-491, X-factor #21-24, and New X-Men #40-42"--P. [2] of cover.
X-Men Ed Brubaker 2008-11-12 Just when it looked like there was no possibility of a future for mutants, hope arrives. But the X-Men aren't there to meet it - the Marauders and Purifiers beat them to it. Now the race is on to get the first new mutant since House of M! This crossover
epic may spell the end of mutantkind unless the X-Men can save their entire species from some of their deadliest enemies. Collects X-Men: Messiah Complex One-Shot, Uncanny X-Men (1963) #492-494, New X-Men (2004) #44-46, X-Men (2004) #205-207, X-Factor (2005) #25-27
Wolverine 2008-08-27 Wolverine sets out to Baghdad and Afghanistan on a mission of vengeance to hunt down Mystique, as their history together becomes clear.
Cable Duane Swierczynski 2018-04-25 Collects Cable (2008) #1-12, King-Size Cable #1, X-Men: The Times & Life of Lucas Bishop #1-3, X-Men: Future History - The Messiah War Sourcebook. Cable is a man on a mission once again! To protect the first mutant born since M-Day,
Cable flees with the girl into the timestream — and now must raise young Hope as his daughter! But hot on their trail is the relentless Bishop, a former ally turned deadly foe who believes that the child must die at any cost. And to make matters worse, Cable’s time machine is broken
and they can only travel forward. Can Cable protect Hope from unforeseeable future dangers, from cyborg bears to cockroach armies to nuclear Armageddon? Can Cyclops, back in the present day, find a way to take the fight to Bishop? And will Hope survive to save the mutant
race?
Amazing X-men Volume 1: The Quest For Nightcrawler Jason Aaron 2014-06-18 An amazing new era for the X-Men starts here! Ever since the Nightcrawler's death in X-Men: Messiah Complex, the X-Men have been without their heart and soul. After learning that their friend may

not be gone after all, it's up to Wolverine, Storm, Beast, Iceman, Northstar and Firestar to find and bring back the fan favourite fuzzy blue elf! Collecting Amazing X-Men #1-6.
Young X-Men Marc Guggenheim 2009-03-04 In the wake of Messiah CompleX, there are no X-Men and young mutants Rockslide, Blindfold, and Dust are alone and directionless. Until the day Cyclops recruits them to hunt the new incarnation of the Brotherhood - and kill them!
Joined by a pair of new recruits, the young X-Men learn a hard truth about the world post-Messiah CompleX: Sometimes old allies make for deadly enemies! Collects Young X-Men #1-5.
Young X-Men - Volume 1 2008-12-03 In the wake of Messiah CompleX, there are no X-Men and young mutants Rockslide, Blindfold, and Dust are alone and directionless. Until the day Cyclops recruits them to hunt the new incarnation of the Brotherhood - and kill them! Joined by a
pair of new recruits, the young X-Men learn a hard truth about the world post-Messiah CompleX: Sometimes old allies make for deadly enemies. Collects Young X-Men #1-5.
X-Men Milestones: Second Coming 2020-06-30 The biggest and best adventures of Marvel's mighty mutants - these are the X-Men Milestones! Mutants have never had it worse. The mutant population is down to a mere 181. In the last year, only one mutant has been born - the girl
called Hope, believed to be the "Mutant Messiah" who will reignite the species. Hope was raised in the future by Cable, and now the two have returned! But the Human League is bent on eradicating Earth's final mutants - and they see Hope's death as the final nail in the coffin. As
Bastion and his allies unleash a merciless all-out assault on the X-Men, everything rests on Hope's shoulders. Will this be mutantkind's end? COLLECTING: SECOND COMING: PREPARE (2009), SECOND COMING (2010) 1-2, UNCANNY X-MEN (1981) 523-525, NEW
MUTANTS (2009) 12-14, X-MEN LEGACY (2008) 235-237, X-FORCE (2008) 26-28
Astonishing X-Men 2011-12-14 Not all monsters are easy to spot - some of them live among us, undetected or long forgotten. Some of them live inside us, in the dark corners of our hearts, feeding on our secret fears of loss. But in the Marvel Universe, most of them live on Monster
Island. Or, at least, they did. A mysterious exodus is under way; monsters spilling onto nearby shores - with catastrophic results - and it falls upon a small group of X-Men to both save the population from destruction and solve an imposing riddle: What are monsters afraid of? Get
ready for a widescreen blockbuster filled with classic monsters, heart-stopping revelations and over-the-top action! Collecting ASTONISHING X-MEN (2004) #36-37, #39 and #41.
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